Molecule-electrode contact atomic structures are a critical factor that characterizes molecular devices, but their precise understanding and control still remain elusive. Based on combined first-principles calculations and single-molecule break junction experiments, we herein establish that the conductance of alkanedithiolate junctions can both increase and decrease with mechanical stretching and the specific trend is determined by the S-Au linkage coordination number (CN) or the molecule-electrode contact atomic structure. Specifically, we find that the mechanical pulling results in the conductance increase for the junctions based on S-Au CN two and CN three contacts, while the conductance is minimally affected by stretching for junctions with the CN one contact and decreases upon the formation of Au monoatomic chains. Detailed analysis unravels the mechanisms involving the competition between the stretching-induced upshift of the highest occupied molecular orbital-related states toward the Fermi level of electrodes and the deterioration of molecule-electrode electronic couplings in different contact CN cases. Moreover, we experimentally find a higher chance to observe the conductance enhancement mode under a faster elongation speed, which is explained by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations that reveal an important role of thermal fluctuations in aiding deformations of contacts into low-coordination configurations that include monoatomic Au chains. Pointing out the insufficiency in previous notions of associating peak values in conductance histograms with specific contact atomic structures, this work resolves the controversy on the origins of ubiquitous multiple conductance peaks in S-Aubased single-molecule junctions.
Introduction
A major breakthrough in the molecular electronics research over the past decade was the introduction and refinement of scanning tunneling microscopy or mechanically controllable break junction methods to establish single-molecule junctions in a systematic and robust fashion. [1] [2] Repeated formation of single-molecule junctions accompanied with the statistical data analysis has not only significantly improved the quantitative agreement among different experimental data but also continues to elucidate scientifically important yet complex phenomena that can potentially lead to novel applications. [2] [3] The characteristic feature of these molecular junctions is that the molecule-electrode interfaces often play a role as much important as the molecules themselves. [4] [5] As a representative manifestation, multiple energetically favorable contact atomic structures were claimed to produce separate conductance peaks. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] While this feature could be ideally exploited as a potential route to realize a switching device, 13 it demonstrates the inherent variability and controllability issues in the single-molecule junction platform. [4] [5] Particularly, it is still unfortunately the case that the correlation between contact atomic structures and charge transport characteristics is not fully established for the ubiquitous gold-surfur contacts, [20] [21] which represent the most well-established venue toward molecular selfassembly and nanofabrication for the electronic, energy, and bio applications. [22] [23] [24] Applying a combined computational and experimental approach, herein we show that the conductance variations during the mechanical stretching represents a unique fingerprint of contact atomic structures in covalent thiolate-gold (RS-Au) bond-mediated single molecule junctions. We particularly note a recent experiment 21 that has successfully observed the theoretically-predicted [25] [26] conductance increase in pulled benzendithiolate (BDT) junctions. The counterintuitive observation was explained by the upshift of the BDT highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and related states toward the Fermi level (E F ) of Au electrodes upon mechanical stretching and the resulting enhancement of resonant transmission. However, questions still remain on why the conductance decrease rather than increase with junction elongation is more commonly observed irrespective of the HOMO upshift, and whether such behavior is general to all Au-S-based single-molecule junctions. In fact, the energetic positions of benzene molecular core and thiol contacts are comparable and their interplay can complicate the charge transport process throughout the molecular junctions. 17, [27] [28] In this work, we instead employ the hexaneditholate (C6DT) molecule where the hexane molecular core energy levels are much farther away from E F and thus the role of Au-S contacts is maximized. 27, 29 We experimentally show that the C6DT junction can exhibit the anomalous conductance increase upon junction pulling like the BDT counterpart, which establishes the generality of such behavior. Our theoretical analysis then identifies that the stretching-induced conductance variation trend is strongly correlated with the S-Au coordination number (CN), and the pulling-induced conductance increase appears only for the CN two (CN2) and CN three (CN3) cases. On the other hand, for the CN one (CN1) and related yet distinctive Au monoatomic chain-based contacts, which should be more probable configurations in break junction experiments, [30] [31] [32] [33] we find that the junction stretching produces constant and decreasing conductance curves, respectively. This classification is justified by experiments performed at two different pulling rates and the corresponding ab initio molecular dynamics simulations of restructuring and bond breaking processes at the stretched Au-S contacts. The implications of our findings will be discussed in view of the multiple conductance peaks observed in singlemolecule junction experiments and self-assembled monolayer junctions that are more relevant for practical device applications.
Methods
Single-molecule conductance measurements. Displacement-dependent charge transport through Au-1,6-C6DT-Au junctions were explored at room temperatures in vacuum by using micro-fabricated mechanically-controllable break junctions. Specifically, we first broke a junction in a toluene solution of C6DT of concentration 1 µM by deflecting a phosphor bronze substrate with a piezo-actuator. This allowed C6DT molecules to adhere on the fleshly exposed fracture surface via strong Au-S bonding. Subsequently, we started to evacuate the chamber and removed the solvent so as to prevent molecular aggregation on the junction. The break junction experiments were then carried out in a vacuum better than 10 -5 Torr by using a Keithley 6487
picoammeter-source unit to record the conductance G under a constant dc bias voltage V b = 0.2 V. Here, the control of contact mechanics was implemented with a conductance feedback loop wherein the junction stretching speed v d was adjusted to predefined values in the course of contact opening and closing processes. [34] [35] Precisely, v d was set to 6 pm/s or 0.6 pm/s when G was lower than 6 G 0 .
First-principles calculations. In the static junction pulling simulations, we carried out density functional theory (DFT) calculations using the SeqQuest code (Sandia National Lab) within the local density approximation (LDA). 36 The atomic cores were replaced by norm-conserving pseudopotentials 37 . Gaussian basis sets of the double-zeta-plus-polarization quality optimized for the corresponding LDA pseudopotentials were adopted. In constructing junction models, five Au(100) and Au(111) layers were used to model each electrode and the vacuum gap of 20 Å was placed along the electrode surface-normal direction to make the interactions of slab models with their periodic images negligible. A single
-point shifted off from the G point was sampled along the electrode-surface directions. Geometry optimizations were carried out until the total residual force is below 10
eV/ Å.
Results and Discussion
Experimental observation of conductance increase (CI) as well as the flat (FL) conductance variation and conductance decrease (CD) with mechanical stretching in C6DT junctions. First, we discuss our experimental data by using micro-fabricated mechanically-controllable break junctions (Figure 1a ) that show the conductance increase as well as conductance decrease upon junction elongation. Conductance versus time (G -t) curves displayed stepwise decrease in G during mechanical thinning of nanoscale Au junctions. Long plateaus were found at near 1 G 0 signifying formation of Au single-atom chains (G 0 =2e 2 /h is the conductance quantum where e and h are the electron charge and Planck's constant, respectively). [45] [46] [47] In some cases, G decreased sharply to zero after when the single-atom chains were fractured, which suggests quantum tunneling of electric charges across the vacuum gap between the closely separated Au nanoelectrodes formed after the breakdown of a contact. In other cases, the conductance traces revealed additional plateaus at below 1 G 0 associated with formation of Au-C6DT-Au structures. This characteristic feature can be found in the two-dimensional histogram (constructed with more than 1800 G-t curves obtained at v d = 6 pm/s without any selection) showing data clustered at around 1 G 0 attributed to the electron transport characteristics of Au single-atom contacts and also in a low-G regime from 10 Correlations between strain-dependent conductance variations and contact atomic structures. Based on the combined DFT and NEGF approach, we now establish the correlations between three distinct electromechanical characteristics of a C6DT junction and specific Au-S contact atomic structures. To model the tip of break junction electrodes with well-defined Au-S coordination numbers, we introduced one, two, and three apex Au atom(s) on top of a five-layer 4×4 Au(100) slabs (Figures 2a and 2b). We carefully checked that the pulling-induced changes in energetic, structural, and transport properties presented below are not modified by employing Au(111)-based models or a different DFT exchange-correlation functional (Supplementary Figures S1 -S4). Placing a S linker atom onto these Au apex atoms results in the welldefined S-Au CN1, CN2, and CN3, respectively. As the variations of the CN1 contact model, we also considered two monoatomic Au chain-based contact models (twoatom chain CN11 and three-atom chain CN111) and a Au atom linked to two Au apex atoms (CN21). Based on these contact motifs, we prepared various symmetric junction models such as (using the notation of CNa-b for the combination of CNa contact 1 and CNb contact 2) CN1-1, CN2-2, CN3-3, CN21-12, and CN11-11 as well as mixed-coordination asymmetric junction models such as CN3-2, CN2-1, CN11-12, CN11-1, and CN111-1.
Next, we stretched each junction model along the surfacenormal direction by retracting the fixed top and bottom Au layers and successively optimizing the junction geometry. Details of junction configurations and simulation methods are presented in Methods section and Supplementary Information. The strain-dependent conductance values in different junction models calculated with the DFT-based NEGF formalism are presented in Figure 2c . They allow us to establish the connection between three distinct stretching-induced conductance variation trends observed in the experiment, CI, FL, CD, with specific contact atomic structures: First, the CN2-or CN3-based junction models (CN2-2, CN3-3, and CN2-3) show the CI mode. Next, the CN1-or CN21-based junctions (CN1-1, CN21-12, and CN2-1) can be associated with the FL mode. Finally, with the introduction of monoatomic Au chain contacts (CN11-11, CN11-1, CN11-CN12, and CN111-1), we observe the CD mode. Note the dominance ordering of CN11/CN111 > CN1/CN21 > CN2/CN3 in mixed CN junctions: For example, the CD mode from the CN11-1 junction can be understood in terms of the presence of CN11 (in spite of the presence of CN1). For the CD mode, it should be also noted that the formation of Au chains in both contacts results in a more dramatic decrease to smaller conductance values than in the one-side Au chain case.
The origins of different strain-dependent conductance variation types: CI, FL, and CD. To understand the microscopic origins of sensitive conductance variations depending on contact geometries, we compared the transmission, atom projected density of states (PDOS), and local density of states (LDOS) of the symmetric CN3-3, CN1-1, and CN11-11 junctions, which are the representative cases of the CI, FL, and CD modes, respectively ( Figure 3 ). The nature of other junction models including the above-mentioned preference ordering in mixed CN cases can be understood via their extrapolation (see Supplementary Figure S5 ). We observe that the energetic locations of transmission peaks ( Figure  3a ) coincide with those of S-induced apex Au atom(s) and C6 HOMO PDOS peaks (Figure 3b ). The counterintuitive conductance increase accompanying the junction gap widening can be explained by the energetic rise of the C6DT HOMO that results from the mechanical stretching of the molecules. [25] [26] Note that, although all three C6DT models exhibit stretching-induced upshifts of the HOMO levels toward E F (indicated by downward blue and red arrows), the amount of upshift in CN3-3 is notably bigger than that in CN1-1 and it is almost negligible in CN11-11. This can be understood by the fact that, as shown in Figure  3c (see also Supplementary Figure S6 ) the nature of the electrostatic potentials δV es associated with the charge redistributions induced by the covalent Au-S bonding, [50] [51] [52] 
are very different in the three CN cases: In the unstrained starting point, δV es in CN3-3 is much flatter than that in CN1-1 and CN11-11, and their stretchinginduced upshifts can be quantitatively correlated with those of the HOMO levels.
To fully understand the origins of the stretchinginduced conductance variations, in addition to the classical electrostatics, we need to additionally take into account the nature of S-mediated quantum-mechanical electronic coupling between C6DT HOMO and Au electrode states in different contact atomic structures. The strength of the coupling between molecular and electrode 1/2 states (escape rate or inverse lifetime) is physically manifested by the broadening of molecular energy levels and is mathematically expressed within NEGF as the antiHermitian component of self-energies 2 / 1 S ("broadening matrix"), 53 ( )
To begin with, in the low strain condition (DL = 0 Å), the energetic locations of HOMO PDOS peaks in CN3-3 ( Figure 3b , upper left), CN1-1 (Figure 3b, upper center) , and CN11-11 ( Figure 3b , upper right) were E F -1.10eV, E F -0.59eV, and E F -0.16 eV, respectively, becoming higher and closer to E F . We also note that their broadening becomes smaller in the order of CN3-3, CN1-1, and CN11-11. This can be again related with the abovementioned differences in the δV es in the three CN contacts (Figure 3c ).
Upon stretching the junctions by DL = 3 Å, we find that the S-induced C6 PDOS peaks upshift to E F -0.60eV, E F -0.24eV, and E F -0.10 eV, respectively (Figure 3b , lower panels). Overall, the amount of pulling-induced HOMO transmission peak upshift is getting smaller and its broadening also becomes notably smaller in the order of CN3-3, CN1-1, and CN11-11. For the CN3-3 case, since the C6DT HOMO PDOS peak remains to be broad or the good molecule-electrode connectivity mediated through the CN3 contact is still maintained even after bond stretching, the shift of C6DT HOMO toward E F is significant enough to induce enhanced transmission at E F (CI mode, Figure 3a , left). For the CN2-2 case, we obtained an essentially identical behavior as the CN3-3 counterpart (Supplementary Figure S5) . On the other hand, in the CN11-11 case, the amount of junction pullinginduced HOMO upshift is very small and moreover the originally narrow peak becomes even narrower, resulting in the overall decreased transmission at E F (CD mode, Figure 3a, right) . The CN1 contact is the case where the C6DT HOMO upshift resulting from junction pulling is more or less compensated by the decreasing C6DT-Au spatial connectivity or level broadening (FL mode, Figure  3a , center).
The LDOS corresponding to the C6DT HOMO peaks in the three contact models shown in Figure 3d also provide the visual explanation of the above descriptions. For the CN3-3 junction model, the HOMO states show a good connectivity through the S linker atom, three Au apex atoms, and Au electrode in the low strain regime, and this spatial delocalization is relatively well preserved even in the high strain limit (Figure 3d, left) , allowing the HOMO upshift to induce CI. However, in the CN11-11 (CN1-1) junction counterpart, as shown in Figure 3D right (middle) panel, the relatively delocalized HOMO states in the low strain region become strongly (moderately) localized around the S linker atoms upon junction pulling, resulting in the disconnected Au-C6DT states and associated CD (FL) behavior.
Experimental determination of stretching rate dependence of CI, FL, and CD types. Examining the strain rate dependence of single molecule junction lifetime represents a powerful scheme to study the stability and breakdown mechanism of metal-molecule contacts. 35, [54] [55] [56] In Figures 4a and 4b , we present the statistics of the CI, FL, and CD data for the v d = 6 pm/s and v d = 0.6 pm/s cases, together with the range of their breakdown conductance values. First, regardless of the stretching speed, we found that the FL and CD modes appear much more frequently than the CI counterpart. According to the above-established connection between Au-S CNs and conduction variation types, this indicates that CN1 and CN11(1) are much more preferable than CN2 or CN3. This can be understood in view of the possible sequential conversions of CN3 or CN2 (CI) into CN1 (FL) and the eventual chain formation (CD). 18, 20, 23, [30] [31] [32] 57 Next, at the increased junction pulling speed of v d = 6 pm/s, we observed that the portion of CI mode is slightly increased than in the v d = 0.6 pm/s case. We have previously observed a similar trend for BDT junctions, and attributed it to the suppression of contact structure relaxation processes at high strain rate conditions. 35 Again, according to the correlations with the Au-S contact CNs established earlier, we can claim that the higher stretching rate should more likely preserve CN2 or CN3 and exhibit CI.
Stretching-induced sequential CN conversions studied via ab initio MD simulations. To rationalize the above experimental observations regarding the stretching rate dependence, we further carried out ab initio MD simulations using the CN3-3 model. Before discussing the MD results, we first note that the static junction pulling simulations discussed earlier (Figs 2 and 3) give the relative stability ordering of CN1 > CN3 » CN2 ( Figure  4c ). The maximum stretching distance of the CN1-1 model DL = 4.2 Å was also longer than the corresponding value of DL = 3.0 Å in the CN3-3 and CN2-2 counterparts. Detailed examination of contact atomic structures in the CN3-3 case shows the elongation of either the longest one (Figure 4c inset) or two Au-S bonds (Supplementary Figure S2) , which is in line with the protrusion of a Au surface atom after the maximal stretching of a junction model based on perfectly flat Au electrodes (without any apex atom). 39 Similarly, for CN2, one of the two Au-S bonds becomes longer than the other with the junction stretching. However, upon the continued retraction of molecular junctions, in agreement with earlier studies, it is now known that Au apex atoms and chains are also easily generated upon thiol-mediated molecular pulling, 18, 20, 23, [30] [31] [32] although the extent of junction stretching and the structural details of transformation are still controversial. 18, 32, 57 The very mobile nature of these Au adatoms is also considered to be a key to understand the molecular self-assembly of thiolate-linked molecules and accompanying surface reconstructions. [22] [23] [24] 59 To properly capture the high-CN to low-CN structural rearrangement processes in realistic environments including thermal fluctuations, we carried out DFT-based first-principles MD simulations. 23, [30] [31] [59] [60] . Focusing on the MD simulations involving the CN3 contact, which has more degrees of freedom in structural transformation than CN2, we first found that the currently available classical force-fields 29, 33 cannot properly reproduce the continuous CN changes in the Au tips composed of several apex atoms. Our simulation approach is also discriminated from earlier ab initio MD studies in several aspects (see Supplementary Information for details): In terms of the junction modeling, we explicitly adopted the CN3 contact as the initial geometry. It should be noted that the CN3 geometry is difficult to appear in unbiased junction pulling MD simulations, because they should preferentially generate the energetically more favorable CN1 and CN11 structures ( Figure 4c) . Next, as in earlier ab initio MD studies, due to the very high computational cost, the total MD time obtained in our simulations is several orders of magnitude shorter than the experimental time scale. However, we evolved the system for a much longer period of time at each gap distance (e.g. 1000 fs compared with 60 fs of Ref. 31, see Supplementary Information). Our pulling MD simulations then, as summarized in Figure 4d for the CN3-3 model, showed the structural conversions in Au apex atoms and an accompanied much longer junction elongation distance of ~ 10.8 Å that could not be observed in the static junction stretching simulations: The top and bottom CN3 are first sequentially converted into CN21, and the bottom CN21 is next converted into CN111, which eventually becomes the rupture point (see also Supplementary Movie S1 -S4). We particularly note that the full contact geometry before the junction breaking, which consists of CN11 and CN12, is in excellent agreement with the most probable contact configuration identified in a recent pioneering experiment. 21 Our MD simulations thus resolve the controversy over the nature of the observed very long junction elongation by providing atomic-scale information on the junction formation process. 18, 32, 57 Both the energetic preference of CN1 over CN2/CN3 found in static junction pulling simulations and the possibility of CN3 (CN2) conversion into CN21 (CN11) observed in pulling MD simulations naturally explain the very small ratio of junctions that exhibited stretchinginduced CI (Figure 4a ). We additionally repeated the above MD simulations for the initial CN3-3 to CN21-3 conversion process by systematically increasing the pulling speed (see Supplementary Table S1 ). Then, at the MD evolution time of 100 fs and 120 fs, which is about an order of magnitude reduced from the original evolution time of 1000 fs, we could observe the direct junction breaking at CN3 rather than the CN3-to-CN21 conversion. This again provides a consistent atomistic explanation for the more frequent experimental observation of stretchinginduced CI upon increasing the pulling speed from v d = 0.6 pm/s to v d = 6 pm/s (suppression of high-CN to low-CN structural transformations).
Origins of multiple conductance peaks in singlemolecule junctions. We finally point out the relevance of our study for the long-standing question on the origins of ubiquitous multiple conductance peaks in S-Au contactbased single-molecule junctions. From alkanedithiolate junction experiments, two, 6-7, 15-16 three, 9-10, 14, 17 and even four 8, 12, [18] [19] conductance peaks were reported, and they were usually attributed to different S-Au contact geometries except the lowest conductance values that were assigned to gauche defects 8-9, 18, 31 or thiol (rather than thiolate) molecule termination. 20, 40, 58, 61 In our experiments, we thus concentrate only on the 'high' and 'medium' conductance regimes, and do not attempt to identify the 'low' conductance peaks that appear below 10 Figure   S7 ). The comparison between our new classification scheme, which provides a more detailed information of Au-S contact configurations, and the conventional one now explains the difficulty of identifying specific contact geometries based on multiple conductance peak values alone: The significant FL histogram peak (CN1/CN21 contacts) is buried by the more dominant CD peak (CN11/CN111 contacts), and cannot be identified at all within the conventional data processing method. The FL conductance data in turn slightly (strongly) contaminate the CD (CI) histograms, which can be associated with the CN11/CN111 (CN2/CN3) conformations 9, 17, 31 . It is still pleasing to note that a simple augmentation to the conventional statistical analysis scheme will be sufficient to achieve more accurate identifications of S-Au contact atomic structures.
Summary and Conclusion
In conclusion, for the representative Au-C6DT-Au single-molecule junctions, we experimentally demonstrated the presence of stretching-induced increasing conductance (CI) mode as well as more dominant flat (FL) and decreasing (CD) counterparts, and theoretically established the correlations between the three distinct electromechanical characteristics and different Au-S contact atomic structures. Specifically, the CI, FL, and CD conductance variation types were associated with CN2/CN3, CN1/CN21, and CN11/CN111 contacts, respectively, and the microscopic origins of this classification were explained in terms of the CNdependent upshift of the stretching-induced interfacedipole potential (in the order of CN2/CN3 > CN1/CN21 > CN11/CN111) and the decrease in molecule-electrode electronic connectivity (in the order of CN2/CN3 < CN1/CN21 < CN11/CN111). Based on experiments performed at two different pulling rates and corresponding ab initio MD simulations, we further clarified the critical role of continuously occurring atomic structural rearrangements at the Au electrode tip and accompanying Au-S CN conversions that include the eventual formation of monoatomic Au chains. Our findings provide a simple yet effective framework to identify contact atomic structures in single-molecule junction experiments and resolve the controversies over the origins of multiple conductance peaks [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and a very long junction stretching length. 18, 32, 57 The finding of the dominance of Au monoatomic chain configurations in single-molecule junctions also indicates that caution must be exercised when one applies the knowledge accumulated for singlemolecule junctions to self-assembled monolayer-based counterparts, [22] [23] [24] which are more relevant for practical device applications. and junction rupture (see also Supplementary Movie S1 -S4).
